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Issue
Knowledge ≠ factual information

• Knowledge consists of much more than ontological classifications and basic verifiable properties of objects and people. It involves information about various entities, events and concepts, connecting this information and judging its validity (Fokkens et al., 2017).

• Data for History Consortium: best practices?
Person

- Baptism record
- Marriage record
- Baptism record
- Burial record

- Muster roll
- Interrogation record
- Pay ledger
- Pay ledger

Role:
- Child
- Husband
- Witness
- Deceased
- Employee
- Interrogated
- Payee
- Payee

Person observations
Person

- baptism record
- marriage record
- baptism record
- burial record

- muster roll
- interrogation record
- pay ledger
- pay ledger

Person observations

- is mentioned in role: child
- is mentioned in role: husband
- is mentioned in role: witness
- role: deceased
- is mentioned in role: payee
- role: interrogated
- role: employee